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Almost every company creates a marketing plan each year, and many spend hundreds of employee

hours researching, preparing and presenting their tomes to senior executives. But most marketing

plans are a waste of time; they are too long, too complicated and too dense. They end up sitting on

a shelf, unread and unrealized. Breakthrough Marketing Plans is an essential tool for people who

create marketing plans and people who review them. The book provides simple, clear frameworks

that are easy to apply, and highlights why marketing plans matter, where they go wrong and how to

create a powerful plan that will help build a strong, profitable business.
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"Tim Calkins tells what really goes on, and what should go on to on to prepare a winning marketing

plan. I highly recommend this book to marketing and brand managers to help them create really

pointed and impactful marketing plans." - Philip Kotler, S.C. Johnson & Son Professor of

International Marketing, Kellogg School of Management "Tim Calkins provides the practical

guidance that marketers are longing for. This book lays out a clear path to creating marketing plans

that will get supported, and more importantly, drive results." - Ed Buckley, VP Marketing, UPS "For

new marketers and experienced practitioners, Breakthrough Marketing Plans, provides a practical

roadmap for developing effective marketing plans that actually serve as daily action guides rather

than dusty shelf ornaments." - M. Carl Johnson III, Senior Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer,

Campbell Soup Company "Tim Calkins is an award-winning professor and marketer. He knows why



most plans fails and what needs to be done to make them useful: set measurable goals, choose a

strategy and support it, develop key tactics, and keep it short. Breakthrough Marketing Plans is a

wonderfully useful book that will change the way marketers and marketing students operate. Read

it: it will make you a better marketer!" - Pierre Chandon, Associate Professor of Marketing, INSEAD

"A simple, powerful roadmap to creating a simple, powerful marketing plan." - Professor John

Quelch, Senior Associate Dean, Harvard Business School "Stunningly simple. A great guide for

anyone who strives to have clarity and impact from their marketing strategies - from the CEO to an

entry level marketer. Tim Calkins is an academic with a real world view." - Randy Gier, Chief

Consumer Officer, Dr Pepper Snapple Group "Tim demystifies and simplifies the critical exercise of

driving out world class marketing strategies and executional plans . . .a must-read for any marketer

needing help in articulating a strategy that is about both words and actions, and a must read for any

CEO or CMO looking to establish a consistent marketing dialog throughout their organization." -

Scott M. Davis, Senior Partner, Prophet "Tim Calkins offers an invaluable resource in the

time-starved lives of today's marketing professionals." - Jeffrey Cohen, Global Vice President of

Marketing, CIBA VISION "Tim Calkins has successfully distilled all the marketing theory behind

powerful marketing plans into a very pragmatic approach that will not only help guide novice

marketers but also will remind experienced marketing leaders of the core fundamentals to driving

business growth." - Paul Groundwater, Vice President, Global Brand Leader, Trane, Inc. "Practical,

action-oriented, to the point. Breakthrough Marketing Plans is a valuable tool for marketing

professionals and business leaders alike." - Pete Georgiadis, President & CEO, Synetro Group

TIM CALKINSÃ‚Â is Clinical Professor of Marketing at Northwestern University's Kellogg School of
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(Full disclosure: I had the privilege of being taught by the author in a mini-MBA course.) The title



and the packaging are clearly better suited for a seminar you bought watching a 2AM infomercial,

because AMERICA! or something. But the plain truth is that this is a great book. It will, if nothing

else, demonstrate the rigor involved with developing a marketing plan that attaches itself to the

bottom line. Yes, there are numbers and you will be accountable. But that's a good thing! Far too

often, marketing is relegated to the dustbin of sloganeering or somesuch. Nope, this will unfailingly

help you be the link between corporate strategy and needle-moving growth. It's really that

indispensable -- clearly written in crisp language, with ample examples to boot. Whether you're in a

Very Large Company (TM) or a startup, there's an indispensable amount of wisdom in these pages.

A very practical and insightful guide to formulating and presenting a marketing plan!!!

The book is quite useful conceptually. Same time I would have expected more fact and figures.

Clearly written and easy to follow. Great recommendations.

Great!

Breakthrough Marketing Plans has been part of my Marketing Issues for Engineers class since the

first edition came out. Tim does a great job boiling down the intimidating marketing plan into some

simple concepts that marketers and non-marketers can relate to.His framework keep you focused

on the most important thing-accomplishing your business objectives. Whenever you are starting the

maketing planning process, it is a good book to review.

Highly recommended read for those seeking assurance that their strategic marketing plans connect

the dots and deliver the desired results. So many times, marketing plans devolve into a morass of

media relations, tactical trade shows and budgetary considerations without much thought or review.

This book really takes you through the steps and gives you concrete advice on how to plan, adjust

and tweak your marketing plans to achieve the growth results you desire for your business.

Prof Calkins presents complete process for developing and "selling" effective plans. The book

reflects the fact that he has worked with countless executives in real business situations, resulting in

useful solutions for the real world. I have had my agency partners read the book so we're all

functioning at a higher level.
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